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Let me tell you a story ‘bout a man named Fogg,   

Lived by a schedule that was like a science log.   

Then one night while playing cards, he made a little bet,   

And took off on a trip, as far as you can get.   

Around the world that is,   

Eighty days,   

Crazy.   

.   

Well he hollered out at Passe, only pack a bag,   

Don't bother with a trunk, it would be to much to drag.   

As they headed out the door, round the world to roam,   

All Passe could think of was the bill he'd face at home.   

Gas that is, Eighty days, Expensive.  

  

Before they even left rumors started flying round,   

Over fifty grand was taken when a bank robbery went down.   

Where he got his money was such a mystery   

People started thinking maybe it was he.   

Fogg that is,   

No job,   

Suspicious.   

  

Hot on his trail was Detective Fix,  

Undisputed master of awful dirty tricks.   

He set out after them to foil all their plans,   

But Fogg and his entourage slipped through his hands.   

Foiled again,   

They got away,   

Curses.   

. 

 

 

 



  

Well they left London town, went through Dover into France   

Then headed through the Suez on this round the world dance.   

Africa and Europe , two continents along the way   

The third would be Asia when they landed in Bombay   

India that is, subcontinent,   

Pagodas and Brahmins,   

Take your shoes off now ya hear?   

.   

From Bombay to Calcutta they signed up for the train   

Then they got the news that gave their schedule quite a strain   

from Kholby up to Allahabad there were no tracks they learned   

so they improvised and made the trip on a pachyderm   

An elephant that is,   

Thick skinned,   

With hooves .   

.   

The lack of a train wasn't their only delay,   

They met a Hindu procession heading the same way   

Beautiful Aouda was to join the rajah on the funeral pyre   

But Passe acted heroically and saved her from the fire   

A new companion,   

Very beautiful,   

Possible romance?   

.   

We would like to thank you folks for letting us drop in   

We don't have time to finish what today we just begin   

We would like to come back sometime to this locality   

To sing the final verses of our Foggy rhapsody   
 

Second half,   
 

Y'all come back now, ya hear!   
 

 


